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The Koala at UCSD						

Fuck Daylight Savings Time. Who’s the brilliant genius that
thought stealing an hour of our lives was a good idea?
Oh yeah… it was Benjamin Franklin. Damn, and after I swore he
would never trump me again. I kill you Benny, one deese days I kill you.
Ching chong.
Okay, don’t worry about me—I’m just angry because I’m severely
hung-over. We had a badass sloshball game yesterday against the radio
station, KSDT. We started the game a little late because the keg of Pabst
wouldn’t stop foaming. I swear KSDT rolled that thing all the way to the
field because their skinny little radio arms couldn’t carry it. But around
two, Angela worked her Beer Wench magic to stop the foam. And I, the
Koala Editor, performed the crucial sacred initiation drink off against the
Lead Radio Guy, Ivan Urblud. After horribly failing to beat the chugging
powers of that damn Radio vampire, I dedicated myself to the pursuit of
drunkenness. And the game officially began.
For the first two rounds, KSDT was doing alright. I mean, they
weren’t drinking enough and their skinny little radio arms couldn’t hit
the sloshball very far—but they were doing alright. By the end of the
second inning, the score was 3-0, KSDT. Which was, let me tell you, a
strange place for seasoned champs like us Koalas to be in. But after rallying together and injecting ourselves with a little “team spirit” and drinking copious amounts of liquid spirits, we decided our plan of action would
center around our old MVP, alcohol.
Oh my Koala, did the beer save our asses. Halfway through the
game, you could tell the KSDT kids were super trashed. One of their
Asian chicks was walking around, talking to herself about random shit
while hunting down more alcohol. When they were on the field, the
KSDT players could barely catch the balls, and their throws were comparable to those of a five year old mini-gay. Of course, maybe they weren’t
drunk— they were probably just under the influence of their skinny little
radio arms, but I’m sure the beer didn’t help. And The Koala just kept on
drinking and kept on scoring until KSDT made one-too-may little bitch
ass moves.
It was the penultimate (rolls off the mind easier than second-tolast) inning and KSDT made their final and most fatal error. All bases
were loaded with KSDT on the field and Koala up to bat. Donnie Koala
was headed home, soaring with light-footed speed until— violently—he
was tackled by a couple of radio girls. Being the healthy straight man that
he is, Donnie decided to sacrifice a run and thoroughly enjoy his stay at
the bottom of this hot catpile of female flesh. And while Donnie was grabbing tig bitties—I mean, “trying to score”— Tob and Kyle grabbed their
perfect opportunity to round the bases and cross the home plate.
And KSDT, with their skinny little radio arms wiggling from their
shoulders and their drunken mouths talking from their faces, realized that
their ass was grass. And the Koala had just rolled it up and smoked it.
So they started bitching about some bullshit new rule and, yadda, yadda,
more bitching, yadda yadda. I got tired of it and decided to get KSDT
even more trashed so they would finally grow some balls. Or at least some
semblance of them. So I grabbed up the Popov and began spiking their
beers. Now Popov and beer, also known as Def Juice (DefLeague.com),
is obviously not super tasty—it’s pretty much shit. And the fact that only
one KSDTer noticed the strange “vodka-y” flavor of his beer proves my
point that they’re all damn vampires who are unused to human beverages.
Yes, it’s true, damn vampires. As the game finished up, the Koala led 8 to
5 and after one more classic sloshball body slam compliments of InVinceAble, KSDT turned into a colony of bats and soared off into the sunset.
After a celebratory feast of Mexican food, Koala joined the KSDT
vampires at their chill-ass “Cave of Doom,” or as we humans call it, Leif’s
house. There, I narrowly avoided getting my blood sucked and not-sonarrowly succeeded in painting Leif’s bushes with my regurgitated Celebration Burrito. Ultimately, I was drunk and they were drunk and their
skinny little radio arms were drunk but KOALA WON!!!
And there will soon be more tales of Koala glory and victory on
the battlefields of sloshball. Next quarter will mark the beginning of the
first official Koala Sloshball Tournament. Eight orgs, one cup. And of
course, we’ll kick all their asses. Especially if they show up sporting vampire tans and skinny little radio arms. Suckas!!!
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Caption this Photo of our Sloshball Victory

Submit your Koalazilla captions online at:
koala.ucsd.edu
And win tickets to a concert at Belly Up Tavern!

The Koala Saves The Earth
Al Gore
Nicholle
Jesuses of Killing Trees and Raping Raccoons
Davey, Esther, Sarah
Tree Huggers and Fuckers
Freddy , Dark Dicko, Tobin, Dickey, Kyle, K-Led, Jackie,
K-O, Kody, SARS, Skillz, the L-Word, Augy, Jeremiah, Judy, Mars,
InVinceAble, Magic Hoe, Niki
Ralph Nader circa 2000
B-Rad, Milk, E-dawg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, Paula K., Eugene, Dirty, Moximo, Aaron, Stevie Why, San, Henry
Al Gore’s Presidential Campaign
David John Fenelon Gregory
The Koala meets Fridays at 6pm, in the Media Lounge (above Soft Reserves)

We at The Koala believe all living things deserve a chance to live
and enjoy this here Earth, which is why we precycle those “old” growth
trees into our paper. They’ve had their time, now it’s your time to read
about their time coming to an end. How else will people hear the cry of
the angry homeless forest spirits unless we print it? If you’re worried
about how the trees feel, well they don’t care. When those trees fall in
the woods they don’t make a sound; they’re old. And besides that, now
they have a purpose. What grandpa wouldn’t give their life for some
purpose?
The point is, we piano wired half of
Humboldt for you
ungrateful fucks and
now you’re probably
thinking about tossing
this issue in the trash
already. Hold up, lets
talk about this. Maybe
it doesn’t have to come
to that. If you were one
of those trees how
Nicholle
would you feel? Sap.
Chief Vampire Slayer
I’m just saying...
“The publication may have been funded in part or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The Koala, its principal members and the
authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication is a registered student Iz Fallin and
organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this or any
I cant
other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent
the views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University
get upz.
of California and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication
thnx.
bears and assumes the full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.”
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Top 5 Animals to Have Sex with
1. Koalas
2. Koalas
3. Koalas
4. Koalas
5. Humans
Top 1 Sign I’m Becoming More
Like Al Gore
1. I stepped down as assistant
manager 8 years ago, but still
come into work every day and bug
everybody.
Top 5 Ways to Feel Like You’re
Saving the Planet
1. Use only Styrofoam products
because they won’t degrade and
therefore last forever. Waste not,
want not!
2. Deaf children zones be damned,
never drive slower than the fuel
optimal 55mph.
3. Fuck on a pile of trash.
4. Buy Japanese. Do it.
5. Do absolutely nothing. If you’re
still reading this, you’re not trying
hard enough.
Top 5 Reasons Tritons Don’t
Give a Shit about the Environment
1. Haven’t left dorm room in seven
weeks. What’s an “environment?”
2. Have to sit by so many manatees
in class already.
3. Prefer Environstrawberry.
4. It’s not likely to show up on the
MCAT.
5. We pay Mexicans to do the yardwork, thank you.
Top 5 Ways CalPIRG Spends
Your $5 Every Quarter
1. Half an hour of tricking more
people into paying $5.
2. Pay a lobbyist to go dumpster
diving at buffalo exchange.
3. Dedicate it to sorting out the
CALPIRG/LGBQTIA Sadie
Hawkins fiasco, who asks who?
4. Buy a Subway Sandwich and
turn it into a compost pile.
5. Continue to do nothing but make
you feel guilty about doing nothing.

Mama Pimp’s

Sex Advice

Dear Mama Pimp,
I am thinking about sending a Sexual Satisfaction survey to my ex’s.
What are questions that I should include?
Thanks,
Surveyor of Pleasure

Top 1 Lesbian Bestiality Porno
Due out This Month
1. Bitches on Bitches IV

Dear Pleasure Pirate,
How can they rate something that they were unconscious for?
Mama Pimp

Top 5 Al Gore Vacation Plans
1. Beverly Hills for a well deserved
vaginal rejuvenation. He just
doesn’t feel like the same pussy
anymore.
2. Sit in his air-conditioned mansion with all the lights on and
twiddle his thumbs.
3. Leave messages on Bill Clinton’s answering machine asking
why they never hang out anymore.
4. Go white water rafting with Hillary, and then Tipper.
5. Go to the beach and lecture
everyone about how in 5 bazillion
years if they were all still standing
there, the water levels would be so
high that they might drown.

mama pimp,
It is easy for me to get numbers from chicks. Sometimes I call and they
do not call back.
First of all, why do chicks do this? Can’t they just man up and give
me a fake number? Why do females enjoy wasting my time?
If this happens Should I:
a) call back in a couple days.
b) call back like a month later.
c) before I get numbers in the future tell them, “OK but if I call you and
you do not call me back you know I will hunt you down and kill you.”
Thanks
outsourced love operator

Top 5 Religious Reasons for
Global Warming
1. God punishes us all a little bit
every time some one listens to Al
Gore.
2. We haven’t been killing enough
witches recently.
3. Because of your transgressions,
the Lord Almighty shall strike you
down! Over the next several decades. Evolve your way out of this
one, monkey fuckers.
4. Jesus turned water into wine, but
there’s a smudge in the new God’s
bible and he thinks you turn water
into tea.
5. Moses. That fucker started a
religion based on worshipping a
burning bush.
Top 5 Reasons to Hug a Tree
1. To keep Predator from seeing
your thermal print, GET TO DAH
CHOPPA!!
2. Because if you slide on a UCSD
sweatshirt you can’t tell the difference from any chick at this school.
3. You’ve been soaking its roots in
jungle juice
4. It’s the first step to peeling off its
bark.
5. No one will hug you after you
hug a catus

Top 5 Illogical Causes of Global
Warming
1. Friction from masturbating even
after you get hairy palms
2. Your mother’s hot, salty tears
from that one time you got an A3. Your mother’s hot, salty tears
from that one time The Koala ran
train on her
4. Mother Earth’s hot flashes
5. Queefing
0% recycled lists continue on page 4

Top 5 Super-Effective Solutions
to Global Warming
1. Leave your refrigerator door
open to cool down one tiny corner
of the planet
2. Flatulence-powered SUV’s
3. Only eat “green” M&Ms
4. Plant coal
5. Al Gore’s Inconvenient Truth
Bus Tour

March 12, 2008

Dear Creepy Caller,
Stop Calling Me!
Dear Ma pimp,
I met a hottie at the green peace rally and we have been fooling around
for a while now but it seems things are about to change. I like my gals
with muff but she has been thinking about shaving herself clean to protect the environment. I am completely opposed to her shaving a thing.
I don’t want to lose her but at the same time I’ll chain myself to her
muff in order to stop the deforestation. My question is how do I save the
everglades and keep my green goddess?
Signed
Born on the Bayou
Dear Bush Banger,
Do you really like Bush? How can you honestly say that you
care about the environment if you’re in love with Bush? The
only thing good about Bush is the vagina underneath!
~Mama Pimp

Have your own pressing sexual questions that are just waiting
to explode? Release your word ejaculation in a letter to
Mama Pimp at:
koala.ucsd.edu/personals

Mama Pimp’s Urban Dictionary
Toolbox- (n.) any location with an abundance of male douchbags.
ex: That Pike party was such a toolbox! I can’t believe they ran a train
on me, they weren’t even black!
Creamy- (adj.) a person or thing that sexually excites women causing
them to cream their panties ex: All this talk about yeast infections is
getting me sort of creamy!
6 minute Abs- (n.) amazing abs, in reference to the workout video.
ex: You might have 6 minute abs, but your 2 inches of dangling fury
isn’t going to cut it.
Mr. America- (n.) a pretty boy with a cheesy beauty pageant smile,
usually belong to fraternities. ex: Hey Mr. America, can you stop
Nairing your chest so we can go?
Deck Job- (n./v) A blowjob given to a DJ behind the deck while he is
spinning. ex: I had to spin top 40, but at least your girlfriend gave me
a deck job. [Mama Pimp Note: Hey DVC... any volunteers?]
alt: Deck Job- Getting so wasted in TJ that you blow some scurvied
Navy sailor while he’s on shore leave.
Classhole- (n.) That turd in the back of the class that has to ask a question right as the professor is about to excuse everyone, causing class to
run an extra 10 minutes. The question is usually a thinly veiled diatribe
about how cool/how smart they are.
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Top 5 Reasons Global Warming
Will Be Awesome
1. Spurs economic growth by
creating need for new products like
SPF 2435.
2. Because 500,000 years from
now when it actually affects the
earth, the Nazi 23rd Reich will be
in power and we gotta make those
motherfuckers DROWN.
3. Who can be angry with wearing
Bermuda shorts all the time?
4. Keeps them pesky Siberians
from crossing into Alaska.
5. Tan white girls are way hotter
than white tan girls.
Top 5 Alternative Energy Sources The Koala Is Investigating
1. Naked women running in hampster wheels.
2. Black out power: you end up
miles away from where you started
drinking without using energy as
far you can remember.
3. Burning fetuses.
4. Static electricity created by the
friction of a few thousand Asian
virgins beating their meat every
night.
5. The electricity from a hundred
million people holding hands and
singing Kumbayah. Just kidding!
--it’s toxic oil shale.

Driving your BMW really fast wont make your dick any bigger!					

Top 3 Reasons That Species Was
Endangered in the First Place
1. Its natural defense mechanism
is to cover itself in BBQ sauce and
jump on the fire
2. Dick Cheney thought they were
people
3. Natural habitat is ally behind
Chinese restaurants
Top 5 Ways the Japanese Are
Saving the Environment
1. More people harpooning Sumo
wrestlers, easier targets than
whales.
2. By agreeing to tsunami, earthquake, or Godzilla away 30% of
the population every ten years.
3. Taking all the shit in the ocean
that nobody wants, and making it
into dinner.
4. Nintendo releases the new environmentally aware game, “Super
Cold Mario World, Attack of the
Penguins”
5. Enviro Haiku,/
Jap fag say no SUV, /
Kyoto protocol

Dare
Crazy Al

Dear Crazy Al,
Betcha can’t recite one of your
speeches to a crying baby to get
him to go to sleep!!!
- Bill
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Dear Crazy Al,
Betcha can’t make up even more
facts as to why after hundreds of
years of a “global cooling” scare,
the REAL scare is all of a sudden
global warming!!!
- George
Dear George,

Betcha I can!

Dear Bill,
Betcha I can!
Dear Crazy Al,
Betcha can’t shove your Nobel
Peace prize up your ass and
rotate it twice clockwise then
pull it out and shove it down
Tipper’s throat!!!
- Barack
Dear Barack,
Betcha I can!
Dear Crazy Al,
Betcha can’t drive your
Hummer off of that cliff!!!
-Tipper
Dear Tipper,
Betcha I can!

Top 2 Endangered Species at
UCSD
1. Birds
2. Bees

Top 5 Ways to Recycle The Koala
1. Paper mache
sarcophagous for
UCSD administrators.
2. Use a few to
cover the freshly
dug tiger pit on
library walk.
3. As a fire starter
to burn a stack of
MQs.
4. The little Pimp
starter kit: Bury
it in a playground
with some cigarettes and a porno
mag.
5. Cut it with some
Guardian articles so
it’s light enough for
your pansy ass to
The only candidate who can solve global warming handle.

just by breathing

Have you ever wondered why Jews have such gigantic noses?
Some say it’s to smell money, others say it’s to provide a soft
landing surface for stiff german SS boots, but did you know that
years of sniffing gold have lodged precious metals in there?
That’s right, those silly blonde schlimazels burned away
millions in precious metals, but what does that have to do with
GLOBAL WARMING?
Well, when you burn heavy metals in a high-temperature oven,
you release them into the atmosphere, which can contribute to
the greenhouse effect!
So the next time you’re at dinner and your mama remarks, as she
often does, “Oh, what was the harm in the Holocaust anyway?”
Show her that jew know a thing or two about global warming!
Tell her, “Mom, if we hadn’t wasted out time cremating those
dirty rats in the overs, we wouldn’t have global warming! Now
get back in that kitchen and make me a sammich, bitch.”

SO NOW JEW KNOW!

Paid for by Easily-Confused Republicans for Bush

Stop Global Warming

Kill the Fags
I’m a reasonably tolerant man, ask any of my hunting buddies and they’ll tell you, but the one thing I can’t tolerate is fags causing global warming. “What’s their motive?” you ask. There dark motive is to make a world where prancing around in ass-less chaps and fishnet shirts is a necessity.
“What does prancing have to do with anything?” you ask. How the hell do you think people are gonna have to walk when the earth feels like hot coals
underfoot. And if the global warmers have their way you’ll soon be prancing to the tune of Pet Shop Boys and Depeche Mode.
“How the hell are gays causing global warming?” you ask. That is the gayest part of all... dancing. They have perfected a “grinding” dance where one homosexual acts as mortar and the other as
pestle, periodically switching. Everyone knows that when you rub two sticks together it starts a fire. My
hunting buddies and I have calculated that this stick rubbing raises the ambient temperatures to an excess of 99.9 Fahrenheit degrees. While we have been watching the Ten O’ Clock news and going to bed
early they have been perfecting global warming engines across the world with names like “the Inferno”,
“Mannus Maximus”, and “99.9 Fahrenheit Degrees”.
“What can we do about it?” you ask. Well thats where my hunting buddies and I part ways. They
think we should outlaw the key ingredient to their global warming machines, bitch drinks, or more specifically fruit flavored alcohol. What they don’t see is that their plan could backfire and end up actually
decreasing the hetero population. “How?” you ask. Honestly which girl will give it up sober to a bunch
of dorks in hunting caps? Thats why I came up with my own clever plan. Kill the fags.

Dick Cheney

“Kill The Fags!”
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Shhhh! Be quite or the republicans will steal your soul!				

March 12, 2008

Fellow Gaians, we’ve just broken into the College Republicans’ office and uncovered their horrifying
secrets and propaganda! Read at risk of harshing your mellow!
the Polar Ice Caps

College Republicans @ UCSD
P.O. Box 948513
La Jolla, CA 92037
collegerepublicans@ucsd.edu

Dear ComPATRIOTS in the Right,
Q: What do you call someone who asks students to donate money?
A: A bum!
Dozens of unwelcome migrants from CalPIRG and Greenpeace have invaded the sovereign soil of our campus. And now
they dare to contradict us! But once you learn to see through their evil lies, the blessings of the Almighty Reagan will shine
down upon you so you can smite the sinners and sodomites with faith-based logic. Below is a recent conversation I had
with one of the eco-jihadists, with an accompanying translation provided by Dr. Skorchterth from the Center for Proving
That Conservatives Are Always Right.

What the Eco-Nazis Say ...
Hey, do you have a minute?

... and What They Really Mean
I just couldn’t stop myself from staring at your ass.

Would you like to sign this petition to save the Earth?

I’m going to fondle your ass while you touch this LSDlaced paper.
I hate hard-working American families and my only
friends are trees and the men I roofie and sodomize.
I’m the temple prostitute at the Altar of Atheism. A gay
prostitute!
I’m jealous of your tan, so I’m not going to let you have
it anymore.
So every Critical Gender Studies major can afford the
Communist Manifesto!
... so that more of them are left for me to fuck.
But don’t worry, I still want to murder your meat with
my tongue.
Jesus wants us to pollute so that His Second Coming
will arrive faster? Awesome!
I’m still a fag. Please save me from damnation!
I’m also an illegal immigrant and I’m gonna stuff the
ballot boxes for Nader, amigo.
Yay, you’re winning the argument! Please, continue
to educate me about Hillary’s plot to lower taxes on
terrorists sodomizing Sunday school children and
Obama’s HOPE and CHANGE.

Global warming is bad.
What? Global warming is scientifically proven!
We should also repair the hole in the ozone layer.
If you give us $5 per quarter we’ll fight for cheaper
textbooks.
We’re also trying to end the slaughter of farm animals.
Meat is murder, and murder is wrong.
How can you believe that?!
Ok, I give up. Never mind.
Seriously, get away from me.
You’re fucking nuts. I’m calling the cops.
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The EERIE COINCIDENCES
between:

Al Bundy

Open Saturdays
During Spring
Quarter

Food and Drink
Specials on
Saturdays!
Happy Hour 3-6
$1 off local beers

Open Mic
Thursday Nights

and

Al Gore

Won the Winter 1989 Sweeps Week
Won the 2008 Nobel Prize
Watches dirty movies with hand down Watches stock footage of polar bears
pants
with hand down pants
Invented the annoying ten minute
Invented global warming, in hopes of
applause by the studio audience every selling more DVDs and finally losing
time he came out
his oral virginity
Typical male-pattern baldness, combover hairstyle
Succeeded by open 9 PM Sunday
Succeeded by Dick Cheney
night time slot
Lives in a middle state no one cares about
Drives a ‘73 Dodge Charger powered
Drives a car powered by his happy
by super-leaded gasoline
thoughts ... currently unoperational
Blames Fox for canceling his TV
Blames Fox News for canceling his
show
presidency
Played in real life by Ed O’Neill
Played in real
life by Lt. Cmdr.
Data

Reads “Big’Uns” while sitting on a
toilet

Wrote “An Inconvenient Truth” while
sitting on a toilet
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Did you know it takes twice the fossil fuels to raise a boy love-slave as a man love-slave? NAMBLA: we’re not creepy, we’re green.

Thoughts on the Environment From
An OVT Worker
By Dark Dicko

I work at OVT. You’ve probably heard me say, “Fuck you” to someone ordering
a shitty-ass Chicken Ciabatta. If you order a Chicken Ciabatta at OVT and immediately
get punched in the face, then surprise! Nice to meet you, asshole.
But seriously, there are only so many angry thoughts I can hold in my brain, especially
since my shifts are on average 3 hours long and UCSD students’ IQs on average are 78.
So, I’m going to write down a few things about OVT that piss me off. (Not you. You’re a
given, fuckhead.) You’ll realize I’m right the next time you’re in there.
I don’t know why any dining hall on this campus serves Boca burgers. Seriously,
I’ve never had one, but every time I serve someone one (ALWAYS to an Indian girl, ALWAYS.) I pull it out, look the patty over, and consider murdering a calf, just to spite it. I
imagine the burger would taste like ground up cow shit, pig shit and cat liver, but I don’t
know if vegetarians (according to Roget’s, synonym for “fags”) can eat the shit of animals. Its only processed pig feed when you think about it, right? Even the name is fucked
up. It’s almost as if the Boca burger company is against vegetarians.
Scene: Shitty Foods Inc.
CEO: Johnson, what is your new vegetarian burger line made of?
Johnson: Penises, all kinds of penises.
CEO: What do vegetarians usually do with penises?
Johnson: Put them in their mouths and suck. Sometimes chew.
CEO: What’s ‘mouth’ in Spanish again?
Johnson: Boca
CEO: Perfect.
To all you phony, closet apathetic/gay “environmentalists” who get China plates
instead of plastic: Fuck you. For every one of you pretentious CalPIRG-sponsoring assholes, 10 people behind you get a plastic plate and 5 minutes later toss it on the ground. It
doesn’t make a fucking difference. We order the same amount of disposable plates every
week from a company who probably sells them to even more littering assholes. You’re
not making a difference, you self-righteous douche bag.
Another favorite among customers is getting grilled onions and mushrooms on their
burgers. If you ever order this on your food, here is a personal message with a side of spit:
I hope you fail all of your classes and get butt raped by all of your Frat bros and the girlfriend you think is in love with you is currently fucking me. What? This has nothing to do
with the environment? We grill these things with oil, you tard. By ordering your sandwich
with a side of this crap, you’re supporting the War for oil, you Bush-loving dumbass.
If you’re seriously going to waste my time by ordering any kind of vegetarian sandwich, you’re a dumbass. I probably wouldn’t complain so much if vegetarians just
ate salad. We did, in fact, create this food just for them because they were tired of eating
grass. But when you go to any dining hall, (Not just OVT, I’ve been to others. Except
Plaza. Fuck Plaza.) there’s a salad section. Go! Run! Prance around! It’s your embassy,
do whatever the fuck you want or I’ll pelt you with turkey.
Have you noticed at OVT that we make large pizzas now? Most people like ordering
by the slice, it’s much less of a hassle and they’re actually fun to make. But some people
(Fuck you.) still insist on ordering personal pizzas. Other dining halls take note: stop
giving people a pizza just for themselves. Have you forgotten where we are? UCSD has

made you a number, a speck, another drone to steal ideas and science experiments from.
Yet for some reason you get your own little goddamn pizza. Fuck you, you’re getting Pepperoni. And you know what? By not ordering one, you’re actually helping the environment.
Every time I get an individual order, I get a little more pissed off. The angrier I am, the more
likely I am to dump my trash on your doorstep. Stop me from littering; don’t get a personal
pizza.
As you go into the dining halls every night for your goddamn special order of fries with
extra grease and a little smidgen of semen, take these suggestions (demands) into account.
You’ll probably save a lot of depressed cafeteria workers from pulling out an Uzi in Solis
and painting all the walls red. Oh, and if you think I’m an asshole, don’t bother calling the
managers. They like me better than you.

Worried about America’s increasing
BROWNouts?
Can’t make your BLACK
power work?
Does your YELLOW light
produce no heat?

TRY...

Incinerate your
white trash!

Support energy
independence by
burning the USA’s #1
renewable resource.
Just add
r
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CAUTION: White, Black, Brown, and Yellow Powers will become
extremely flammable in each other’s presence.
Special thanks to the Republican Party for hosting white trash collection centers at their primaries!

Just you and your organic mango salsa
every Sunday night?
TM
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Just a few of the March
shows at the Belly Up!
Wednesday March 19

Tristan Prettyman
Friday March 21

Built to Spill
Saturday March 22

Presidents of the United
States of America
Saturday March 29

The Avett Brothers
For more info and a
full calendar, check out
www.bellyup.com or call
858 481 8140. We are
21 and over.

Bring this ad to the Belly Up Tavern to get in to
Salsa Sunday on Sun March 30th FREE! ($10 reg.)
Admission includes salsa lesson and a
performance by Orquesta Primo.
Show starts at 8pm,
Accept no substitute.
Doors open at 7:30pm.

143 S Cedros Ave
Solana Beach, CA, 92075
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There is no mother nature. I’m converting to nihilism.				

March 12, 2008

- Recycling a fetus for 5 cents!
- Reusing condoms!
- Reducing the number of assholes in the gene pool!
- Using the heat produced by having sex to power your house!
- Using the pleasure and magic of road-head to power your car going 165mph on the 5!

Intimate Gatherings @ the Pub 3/1
On the facebook event, it said “21+ to drink!” so
I thought there would be loads of drunk bitches
everywhere with fake IDs. However, when I got
there the pub was closed and security was preventing people with alcohol from getting in. I reckon
the $10 charge limited how many people came to
this event. I’m pretty sure if the event was free, it
would have been packed like sardines because the
music at this event was much better than any hippie-ass ska shit for that environmental fund-raiser
3 weeks earlier. Also, these DJs did a much better
job at getting hot chicks. A big portion of my night
consisted of getting drunk and stoned in the Koala
office. I was drinking rum with orange juice, while
my buddy was drinking a blend of the “finest”
gin, vodka, whiskey, Mexican absinthe, tequila,
and rum all in one bottle. A girl who shall not be
named smoked me out. Thanks! She was pretty
paranoid that I was going to write about her in The
Koala when we were smoking. After blazing, I
walked the 50ft distance back to the Pub from the
office, and was then was interviewed by multiple
random people about my career in The Koala, and
which articles I wrote. My sexual-frustrated German friend, Nick, had a great time dancing, he even
hooked up with some dirty whore! Congrats! As
the night ended I knew I was pretty trashed when I
started talking to myself as I passed out in The Koala’s office. Congrats on a good night by DJ Yan,
Rich, Ben, Mike, and others who participated!

Rock N Roosevelt 2/29
I’m still surprised that ERC was able to get the
Federation to come to this event. UCSD’s crime
rate that night went up 6969% due to the increase
in ghetto black people trying to rape various white
women. I decided that painting my face black for
the night would get me pussy, but when this Asian
girl whipped out my not-so-huge white cock, she
felted cheated and slapped me! Anyway, I felt in
fear for my life seeing real black people! I didn’t
know they actually existed! In fear of them possibly thinking I was a white woman, thus wanting
to rape me, I walked back to The Koala’s office.
The rest of the night was pretty crazy. I handcuffed
a bitch to a chair and spanked her hard, just like
my cock at the time. After spanking her a couple
more times, we went to the public restroom and
fucked like bunnies! Then, we went to back to my
place, and fucked in the shower. I ended my night
by fucking this chick in the ass while listening to
Mozart. Great night!
Freddy Note:
I heard that some freshmen chicks in ERC got gang
banged by the Federation in their hotel room!

ing to regulate, but this little bitch wanted to start
a fight! I had no idea what was going on until I
saw him try to punk my brother. I told him to get
the fuck out if he’s not gonna show respect and he
starts yelling that he’s about to fight a girl (me) [3 for being a tool] I lunged at him but my friends
held me back. That’s when I learned that one of my
roommates is a closet ninja; he opened his door and
busted out with some sick martial arts skills! [+2
for the ninja attack! hiya!] I went out to smoke and
through the giant hole in our fence I saw ‘Token’
riding my skateboard, I wasn’t going to say anything until I saw him go over to his truck about to
jack it! [-2] I had to regulate again, and he totally
tried to act like he wasn’t doing anything wrong...
Typical! Once again, the bathroom had been locked
for nearly an hour so we tried to pick the lock but
stopped when we heard moaning and spanking;
The Koala just wanted to join the fun!! This was
definitely more than a kickback; the fact that it was
under-crowded with a surplus of alcohol created the
PERFECT STORM! People were fucking throughout the house, shit got broken, the neighbor’s car
was vandalized... and I finally got Sowers up to my
room! I was trashed, stoned, and passed out buttnaked. Nice “kickback” [+4]

TKE Mansion Party 2/22
Here’s the story: We show up to this house and get
told the usual bullshit about how we can’t get in
because we’re males. I look at my watch, it’s 11:14
-- there are limits on how lame a night can be because of not getting into a party. The name “Powers” and “The Koala” are mentioned, and the mood
changes immediately between the TKE bros guarding the door: “Come in; let us get you some cups
so you can get fucked up!” The house is big and
goes deep with cool lighting and sweet flat-screen
on the wall. It’s immediately apparent that there are
drunk women everywhere. A horny one who had a
boyfriend lured me deep onto the dancefloor so we
wouldn’t be seen. As fate would have it, some dumb
friends of the boyfriend spotted us and started shit
with me. To avoid more drama, I went onto making out with a couple other chicks. The back of the
house was essentially a giant miniature-golf course
without the holes (other than the ones with legs)
along with sand beaches and a firepit. Tiki torches
made the buzz more enjoyable until we were caged
in the backyard, driven to the back like cattle to wait
for the cops to leave and not break up the party. We
rolled to Santana’s before heading back to the Koala
crib for hot tubbing, corn dogs, and pussy.

Goth Party 2/18
Venue parties suck. They’re even worse 2 hours
away at the Anaheim House of Blues (where 80s
bands go to die). I went to this one hoping to find
UCSD still raging from the 3 day weekend, but I
couldn’t have been more let down. I had no idea there
were so many goth kids at UCSD, rows and rows of
Happy Birthday, Nate! 2/23
them outside waiting to get in. I swear, every time I
This party was planned to be at my house. I should
turn away a few more of them step into the sunlight
have known it was going to be more than just a
from below Galbraith. Also, I glanced around and
kickback when I heard about it from friends before
couldn’t see one frat guy. Plus, only about 10% of
I knew anything. [-1 for the lack of communicathe chicks were hot enough to fuck! This is way betion] The keg and jungle juice that magically aplow the UCSD average of 16.5%. This one girl was
peared at my place confirmed the party. [+2 for bein a really tight dress that was much too small for
ing well equipped!] My peeps and I were chillin’
her, cuz I could see her dick popping out the back
in my room when we realized that a few people
Ace Ventura style. No UCSD sweatshirts.... strange.
had been in the bathroom for a long time blazing
Also, I think it was “bring your goth parents to the
(which is fine but there was a long ass line for the
party” night because in between all these suicidal,
bathroom.) My brother knocked on the door try-

powdered nosed, non-conformist goth kids was the suicidal,
powdered nosed, non-conformist
parents of normal kids. I swear
the only difference between the
older and younger people was
that the older were more lumpy.
If you’re curious, watching 35year-olds hook up is WAY worse
than hooking up with a 35-yearold yourself. I saw plenty of this
kind of action. So anyway, we get
in and all the booze was hidden!!
Open bar, my ass!!! Without alcohol, I was desperately trying
to find something to convince
myself this wasn’t some bad sadomasochism porno dream. So
the opening band comes in and
they suck. “Goth Dixie Chicks” if
you can imagine the atrocity. The
headliner is next and I convinced
myself, “Hey, it can’t be as bad as
the piss-fucks they always get for
Sungod.” Once again, this IS the
House of Blues. And everybody
was wearing black. That’s what I
get for going to a Siouxsie (from
Siouxsie & the Banshees) Concert. 1 star cuz I did get the tickets
for free on the radio.

SigEp Mardi Gras Venue 2/12
I never understood why they
themed this party Mardi Gras
when the holiday was more than
a week over. That’s like having a
Christmas Party January 2nd! The
night started crammed on a hot
and foul-smelling double-decker
bus with a bunch of dumb drunk
sorority bitches falling all over
the place and a few SigEps starting the puke-fest even before the
party started. Apparently, most of
the bros decided to all get to the
venue early and spot out dumb
hoes to unload on later in the
night. Oddly enough, a seventypound Asian boy had already escaped the party around 9pm with
a sloppy sorority girl who managed to slut herself out to about
half the chapter that night before
he got his target. Although the
bus was full of vomit, the dancefloor was not full of people. The
DJ was good, but most of the
girls were busy fighting over the
bathroom while the guys were all
out on the patio smoking. Also, I
found a red party-cup overflowing
with puke on patio. Nice. Most
people were under 21; so the bar
was not crowded and the underaged arrived nearly unconscious
anyway. Overall, most people
seemed to be having a great time
dancing, hooking up, and puking
into each others mouths.

Invite us to your party, and you’ll be notorious! editor@koala.ucsd.edu
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Mama Earth’s a pretty kinky bitch, just think of all the golden showers she’s had.			
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We did not write these personals, this is actually Al Gore’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech.
kill the damn chicken and eat the egg. thats the
solution to the chicken and egg problem
- God
to all sports teams at UCSD who think they are
hot shit limpin around after your panzy practices- you fucking suck. NONE of you have won
a championship that merits the cockiness you
so-inadvertently display. Perhaps you should
quit munching each others’ pussies and quit
being such vaginas... though after all you are
what you eat.
- any D1 school
I am tired of all the drug addicts on campus.
Seriously. Put down your nasty ass Natty Ice
and shitty ass weed and do something with
your life. You’re getting fat from all the beer
you drink and burritos you scarf when you
have “the munchies”. I have to listen to your
stupid ass beer pong parties and answer the
door at 4am when you forget your keys. If you
think college is just a fucking party, transfer
to STDSU. Quit calling me a fag because I’m
straight edge. Last time I checked, I have more
brain cells than you do and I don’t have to
worry about herpes because I’m not sleeping
around. Quit making our place smell like puke
and open a fucking book.
Dear Cadet VA Tech @ AFROTC Det 075,
Hope ur havin fun buyin snacks 4 the corps
bitch!!!
Ur so fucken retarded.. u couldn’t pass the
AFOQT
U an the HG Honor Fairies fucking suck!!
WHO DO YOU WANT TO BE? JBB!!!
Hey Rich Snootie Asian Girl,
Tell me why you always sit at the computer in
the sungod lounge with your own fucking laptop. And to all you other bitches in the library
that sit in front of the computer and read or
sleep, get the Fuck up because I have shit to do
and I’m not going to wait for your skinny ass.
- Someone who does not like you
To anyone who was accepted to UCLA but
came to UCSD,
You are a fag.
- CG427
Dude working in the reserve book room with
the badass moustache.I was studying diligently
when I realized just how badass your fucking
moustache was. Thank you.
Studious Student
My salad days,
When I was green in judgment: fortitude in my
boner,
To say as I said then! But, cum, away;
Get me ink and paper:
He shall have every day a cum-topped muffin,
Or I’ll unpeople Egypt.
- VBEE
You asian bitch, thanks for scratching my colon
when you stuck your fake nailed finger up my
ass. They say you dont have to tell a girl with
2 black eyes anything cuz you already told
her twice. Have fun with your kim-chi dipped
tampons. Bitch
- Scratchy

To the suite above me:
You remember how you girls would always
come out to your balcony yelling to all the Warren RSO’s that it smelled like weed and that it
reminded you of Hawaii? It was me. I’m sorry
for the girl that always stayed up late studying
leaving her window open to get a fresh Pacific
Ocean breeze, but actually ended up getting
skunky second-hand smoke from countless
joint, blunt, pipe and bong hits.
- O.G. Kush
To the worthless pantywaste that jacked my
skateboard- I’m tracking you down! Douchelord, when I find you I will tie you down and
slice your dick in half longways. I’ll keep you
on an iv like the sloth guy in the movie seven
so that you don’t bleed out when I finish cutting
it off. I’ll keep it in the fridge for a few weeks
as I starve you, then I’ll throw your dick on the
grill with some onions and make you beg me
to feed it to you! That should teach you not to
steal! You are a waste of life!

BEST “FUCK ME” PERSONAL
After only sharing one math class together, I
still can’t get the thought of your sexy whiskers
of joy out of my mind. I used to spend all class
hoping you would get all hot and bothered by
me and wipe that sweaty mustache all over my
body before fucking my quivering, fuzzy taco.
My friends all think you’re creepy and rape
little boys but I don’t mind. It makes me horny
and jealous to think of you entering nice tight
crevasses.
- Ginger kid yearning for a mustache ride
Fuck you UCSD! The worst thing about my few
years on this campus have not been the intolerable number of asians, nor the subsequent number of silver accords (or any 10 year old four
door honda for that matter) that have infiltrated
campus. Its not the fact that everytime i try to
skate on campus theres always atleat one idiot
walking alone, cumming on there new iphone
and crisscrossing over every inch of pathway
that i try and get around. And its in no way that
group of mentally challenged students in Rimac
that had their parents put “weightroom” on all
their t-shirts so that when they get lost, someone will know which way to point them.
These are bad, dont get me wrong, but heres
something worse. Those money grubbing jews
that run this campus pay minimum wage for
some nigga to walk around at 10pm on a motherfuckin friday night giving out parking tickets
when half the lot is empty and im about to get
to park for free on the weekend. FUCK YOU!
seriously, as if charging hundreds of dollars
to get an S pass for people who actually go to
class wasnt good enough, you gotta take my
broke ass and try and squeeze another 40 bucks
out of me. Motherfucker what the fuck, thats
a goddamn eigth i lost right there! and to that
nigga thats writing all them tickets, get a real
job. slang some crack make that chedda, and
fuck this school.
- Rayshawn
lookin for a lady to burn some time with during
my lunch. i work here and dont feel like hangin
with co workers. ideas.

BEST “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL

To all those jealous white bitches,
You know we Asian girls are much hotter and
tighter than you, that’s why you show your madness all over this page of Koala. How fucking
pitiful is that. Try to get some hot guys who will
eventually spit at your wild skankiness. You just
ain’t got what we were born with. Awwww I’m
sorry, please don’t hate. At least you girls have
empty brains.
-Asian hottie
Well dip me in dog shit and roll me in breadcrumbs! If it’s not the 18th heinous-looking swamp
donkey asian i’ve seen today! Most of you asian
chicks look like someone put out a fire on your
face with a bag of hammers. And the ones who I
can bear to look above your waist, don’t even start
grinning- fucking you is like throwing a sausage
down pepper canyon hall: half the school has been
there, and it doesn’t take much ingenuity to fit.
- DeanofAdmissions
To the tall loud asian PIKE in my chem lab. You
annoy the fuck out of everyone in the class. shut
the fuck up. No one wants to hear your retarded
comments and no one gives a fuck whether or not
you’re going to or have been to the gym, you queer
ass bitch.
- D.B.

Dear Fellow Tree-Fuckers,
•Want to tell that juicy melon in your bio class
how you really feel?
•Trying to find someone to share your huge
banana with?
•Can’t get the fruits next door to stop fucking
at the top of their lungs?
Submit a personal at koala.ucsd.edu/personals.
html or drop it off in the 100% recycled-paper envelopes at Porter’s Pub and our office!
Results guaranteed!*
*We’re not saying what results, however.

Missing Person
ALERT!

Name: Black Unitard Guy
Age: 18-25
Last Location: ATM in Old Student Center
Clothes: All black tights
Weight: He’s wears all black so he must be
a total fatass
Haircut: What hair?
Eye Color: Awesome sunglass
Favorite Drink: Spotted on multiple occasions drinking coffee (possibly with vodka)

Official Police Sketch of
Black Unitard Guy

Please help
our mission
to find Black
Unitard Guy
by joining
the “We Love
Black Unitard
Guy” group
on Facebook

Black Unitard Dog misses Black Unitard
Guy very much, and cries often about him.

Most Recent Photo of
Black Unitard Guy

